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Good afternoon everyone !
I am Zhao Wei, a student  from Shanghai Astronomical Observatory.
The title of my talk is Multi-frequency VLBI observations of blazar 1156+295




Outline:

• 1. Introduction of 1156+295(4C 29.45) 
• 2. Introduction of our observation
• 3. 2cm and 7mm model fit results
• 4. Polarization Structure 
• 5. Future works
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Here is the outline of my talk.
There are 5 main parts of it.
First I will make a brief introduction of  the source 1156+295



1. 1156+295 (4C 29.45)

1156+295:(4C +29.45 , J1159+2914)
Quasar, Z=0.729
Highly Polarized Quasar 
Optically Violent Variable source
EGRET detected source
Extremely variable from 
gamma- ray to radio wave.

1980-2002,several radio 
flares occurred during this 
period.

Movie from 

“MOJAVE/2cm Survey Data Archive”

Hong et al. 2004AA
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1156+295 is a quasar with a red shift of 0.729.
It has been identified as highly polarized quasar, optically violent variable source, and also an Egret detected source. 

It’s extremely variable form radio waves to gamma rays.

From this motion picture from Mojave 2 centimeter survey, we can see how it varies from year to year at 15GHz; 

Several radio flares were detected from 1980 to 2002, and the most powerful one occurred in late 2001. Such double peaked flares are also seen in
the period from 1985 to 1987. The separations of the double peaks are about one year.



1. 1156+295 (4C 29.45)

• From Hong et al. 2004

VLBA 5GHz

VLBA1.6GHz
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Now let’s have a look at the structures of 1156+295 from pc to kpc scales. 
This source is a good example of helical jet structure

A knot at-0.7 arc second and a hotspot are well detected.
And the jet is bent away eastwards at 2 arc seconds from the core.  
A region of diffuse radio emission is seen about 2 arc seconds south of the core too.

The VLBI images of the source all show an oscillation structure of the jet on the mas scales.
The jet initially points almost to the north but then bends to the north-east at 3-4 mas from the core. 
It finally turns about 90 to the north-west, thus aligning with the direction of the arc second-scale jet.



2.Our latest observation 

Motivation:
1.To image the sub-pc structure. (z=0.729, 0.1mas~0.5pc)
2.To study the helical motion of the jet components: If there is 1 or 2 jet 

components during the double-peaked flare; the proper motion of the 
jet components.

3.To obtain the magnetic field information of the inner jet structure.

Date Frequency
(GHz) 

May 2003 15* 43* 86
July 2003 15* 43* 86
April 2004 15* 43* 86
March 2005 15* 43* 86

* Designed for polarimetry
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To make a further research of the helical motion of the jet components of 1156+295, we made 4 epochs of observations over a period of 22 months from May,2003 to March,2005 at 15, 43 and 86GHz 
Amount these three frequencies,  15GHz and 43GHz are specially designed for VLBI polarimetry

First, At 86GHz,the highest resolution we can achieve is about 0.1mas, and it correspond to 0.5pc at z=0.729, so we can image the sub-pc structure of this source at 86GHz.

Second, we wonder if there were 1 or 2 jet components coming out during the double-peaked flares. The double peak might be produced by 1single ejected component at two nearby pitch angles (or multi pitch angles) which are both close to the line of the sight, or 2 different jet components ejected one after the other.

As we know the magnetic field play an important role in the helical jet structure , so further more, we want to obtain the magnetic field information of the inner jet through the polarimety.



15GHz (2cm)

Peak:0.5~1.8 Jy/Beam

Jet P.A. ~northeast

43GHz (7mm)

Resolution~0.2mas

Peak:0.4~2.2 Jy/Beam

Jet P.A.~ northeast

86GHz (3mm)

Resolution~0.1mas

Peak:0.4~2.5 Jy/Beam

Jet P.A.~  southwest???
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When we reduce the data, we basically followed the standard reduction process of VLBA polarization data in AIPS.
All the self calibration and imaging of our target source were done in DIFMAP.

At 15GHz, the total flux changed a lot from the beginning to the end. The map peak varied form nearly 0.5 Jy/beam to nearly 2 Jy/beam. But with such a resolution, we can not detect obvious morphological change, because the variation happens in the most inner region of the core.
At 43GHz,the source has a similar morphology with that at 15GHz.The jet goes towards northeast.
At the same time there is a huge misalignment of the jet between 86GHz and lower frequencies. The misalignment of the jet direction is at least 100 degree. It is probably due to the projection effect. 



86GHz: There is a 
huge misalignment 
of the jet between 
86GHz and lower 
frequencies. And 
which component is 
the real “ core” is 
still undetermined.

2.Our latest observation
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But there is another possibility , It is the uncertainty of  the core position.
Which component is the core? The position of the core component is still undetermined.
The brightest component on the image may be just a bright knot in the jet.

But considering  the different resolutions between 43GHz and 86GHz , to distinguish the core component  through making a spectra distribution map with images of these 2 frequencies is not feasible.
So, I will try other ways later.



3. 2cm and 7mm model fit results

Jet component :C2,C3,C4,C5,C6&C7

Core component: A

C2:0.48mas/year 

C3 before1999.45:0.36mas/year

C3 after 1999.45:~0

C4:0.18mas/year; C5:0.13mas/year ;

C6&C7:0.20mas/year
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In 15GHz (2cm), We fit the jet with circular Gaussian models ,and the core component with an elliptical Gaussian model。
We have 4 epochs already and together with 5 epochs archived from MOJAVE 2cm survey and 6 epochs from hong’s paper in 2004, we got 15 epochs totally.
With these 15 epochs ,we obtain the proper motion velocity and rough ejected time of each component.
The C3 component is special ,because after the epoch 1999.45, it ‘s radial velocity approached to zero.It is at the turning point of the jet,
The C6 and C7 can not be resolved apart at this resolution. The proper velocity of the combination is 0.20mas/year and the ejected time is in late 2000 which is very close to the strongest flare on the light curve.



3. 2cm and 7mm model fit results

Jet component :C5’,C6,C7
Core component: A

C6:0.16mas/year

C7:0.21mas/year
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At 43GHz,we have only four epochs.
C5’ may be the unresolved remnant of C5 at 43GHz, or may not be.

C6 and C7 can be resolved apart from each other at such a high resolution (~0.2mas).
Their ejected time are in late 1999 and early 2002.
Looking back the light curve, we can make a first-step estimation that they correspond to 2 independent flares which started at 1998 and 2001, but not the “ double peak”  of one single flare. Or in other words, after the strongest flare in late 2001, only one new component C7 was discovered by us.
But it is still too early to make the judgment that the double peak was produced by 1single ejected component at two nearby pitch angles, because the C7 itself  might be a combination which can not be resolved into two parts at 43GHz.



Epoch Freq.
(GHz)

I flux
(Jy)

P flux
(mJy)

%POL

May 2003 15 1.93 36.8 1.9

43 1.79 38.7 2.2

July 2003 15 2.18 42.8 2.0

43 2.42 43.8 1.8

April 2004 15 0.73 19.1 2.6

43 0.60 8.1 1.4

March 2005 15 1.47 25.5 1.7

43 1.72 ? ?

4. Polarization Structure 
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Here are the integral I flux ,P flux and the polarization percentage of the source at 2 frequencies.
In the last epoch, the integral P flux is hard to be determined since the amplitude of the antenna SC is obviously incorrect and other reasons lower the sensitivity of the image.
From this table, we found that the polarization percentage is quite high and these of 15GHz and 43GHz are almost at the same level.



4. Polarization Structure

15GHz (2cm):
In the first 3 epochs, the 
polarization structure is 
rather steady, and most 
polarized flux exists in the 
inner core

And the orientation of the 
last epoch suddenly 
became perpendicular to 
the other 3 epochs. some 
new components might 
come out at that time, but 
the scale is beyond the 
resolution at 15GHz.
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Let’s see the details of polarization Structure :
15GHz (2cm):
In the first 3 epochs, the polarization structure is rather steady, and most polarized flux exists in the inner core. And the orientation of the last epoch suddenly became perpendicular to the other 3 epochs. some new components might come out at that time, but the scale is beyond the resolution at 15GHz.



4. Polarization Structure 

43GHz (7mm):
Compare with 15GHz ,the EVPA is more parallel to the jet direction.
Under the limit resolution, the VLBI core in fact is a mixture of optical 
thick component (core) and optical thin components (jet).And if here 
comes out a new bright jet component, the percentage of the optical 
thin components will get higher, and so the polarization structure is 
dominated by the optical thin components which can not be resolved 
by our array.
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And at 43GHz (7mm):
At 43GHz, we only get satisfactory results at 3 epochs. At 43GHz,
 Polarization structure is not steady any more: The direction, intensity, and even the distribution changes a lot in only several months 

At the strongest epoch, the orient of the EVPA is most parallel to the jet .That’s reasonable. 
Because under the limit resolution, the VLBI core in fact is a mixture of optical thick component (core) and optical thin components (jet). And if here comes out a new bright jet component, the total flux get higher and the percentage of the optical thin components will get higher too, and then the polarization structure is dominated by the optical thin components (which may  not be resolved by our array),.
Finally, we will see the orient of the EVPA is parallel to the jet direction in the core region which is in fact a mixture of core and jet.



5.Future scientific analyses

1. Try to distinguish the core component in 86GHz.

2. Make a further annualize of the helical motion of the jet component. 
Study the 2-dimensional proper motion of every component.

3. Try  estimating the rotation measure and the orientation of B-field

* Our main challenge is the narrow IF separation in one frequency.
It’s only 8MHz.
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And next step, we will try to un problem above : 
1. Try to distinguish the core component in 86GHz
2. Make a further annualize of the helical motion of the jet component. 
Study the 2-dimensional proper motion of every component.
3.And if possible, try  estimating the rotation measure and the B-field from the data.
Our main challenge is the narrow IF separation in one frequency.
It’s only 8MHz.
It may lead to a weird result of linear fitting of orient of E-vector and the square of  wavelength



3.Try  estimating the rotation measure and the orientation of B-field

(1)Try deriving the order of magnetic field  from the flux at turnover 
frequency

(2)Deriving the electron number density

(3) Input  parameters to test the model of the jet structure
Helical?

5.Future scientific analyses

1
2

mF Bν
−∝

2RMχ λ=

coseRM n B dlθ∝ ∫
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But if we get the rotation measure, we can do these things below: 

First Try deriving the order of magnetic field  from the flux at turnover frequency

And then deriving the electron number density

And then take these parameters  as Input  parameters to test the model of the jet structure
Helical.





•
 

That’s all !Thanks for your listening!
•

 
Special thanks to Dr.L.Gurvits

 
and his 

help.
•

 
If you have any question or comments, 
just e-mail me!

•
 

My e-mail address: weizhao@shao.ac.cn
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